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APPENDIX A-J 
Please Note: Student anchor papers were typed without the students’ spelling and/or grammatical errors. 

Anchor Paper 1: 

 I think that they should make a play area for small kids only because there might not be any 

small equipment for small kids.  Also, if there is only stuff for old kids what are the small kids going to 

play on. 

 The core democratic value is equality.  Equality means everyone should be treated equal and this 

is not equality because if there is only stuff for big kids then small kids can’t play and that is not 

equality.

 I can relate this to economics the cause scarcity means there is not enough for everyone and there 

is not enough play equipment for small kids. 

 According to the data 95% of kindergartners think they should have a play area for little kids 

only and 95% is higher then the other grades.  Also if most of the kindergartners think they should have 

a area for small children then they should. 

Scores Anchor Paper 1: 

Position- Response provides clear position in favor of special areas for small children because of the 

need for…small equipment for small kids. 

Core Democratic Value- Response offers Equality and elaborates.  Equality means everyone should be 

treated equal and this is not equality because if there is only stuff for big kids then small kids can’t play. 

Data- Provides support from data…95% of kindergartners think they should have a play area for little 

kids…if most…think they should have a area for small children then the should. 
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Appendix B 

Anchor Paper 2: 

 I am opposed to the idea of making special play areas for small children only in the parks. This 

would not be fair for the big kids! The big and little kids should be able to share the park. 

 The Core Democratic Value is; The Pursuit of Happiness. The Pursuit of Happiness means 

everyone should be happy in their own way as long as they don’t step on the rights of others!! This 

would not be Pursuit of Happiness, because smaller kids might be happy, but this would not be fair to 

the bigger kids, because they wouldn’t be allowed. This would make bigger kids MAD!!!

 I can relate this to economics. Our parents pay taxes. Taxes go to schools, road work (etc.). 

Paying for parks, also include taxes. So our parents/other adults would have to pay for something extra, 

the play area for small kids only. This would mean parents/adults would have to pay extra. This would 

make them mad!!!! 

 According to the data, only 20% of fifth graders think this is a good idea, and 35% of the fourth 

graders think this is a good idea. This is a low percentage. MOST of the bigger kids don’t like the idea 

of having an area just for small kids!! This is why I oppose the idea of having an area Just for small 

kids!!!!!

Scores Anchor Paper 2: 

Position- Clear position opposing special play area as…it would not be fair for big kids! The big and 

little kids should all be able to share the park. 

Core Democratic Value- Response offers Pursuit of Happiness…everyone should be happy in their own 

way, as long as they don’t step on the rights of others!! This would not be Happiness, because smaller 
kids might be happy, but would not be fair to bigger kids… Mention of fairness also draws on CDVs of 

Equality and Justice. 

Data- In support the negative position, cites data indicating that older kids oppose the separate park area.

Only 20% of 5
th

 graders think this is a good idea, and 35% of the 4
th

 graders think this is a good idea. 
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Appendix C 

Anchor Paper 3: 

 I think there should not be special play areas just for small children.  I think the Core Democratic 

Value for this is Equality.  I think this because there would be no special place for older kids to play at 

and if they put special areas in for younger kids they would not be treated equally.  The chart show that 

older kids said no also.  In the past people have not been treated equally, and people have been 

discriminated.  I think if they put play areas in just for small kids it would be discriminating the older 

kids.

Scores Anchor Paper 3: 

Position- Opposes special area for small kids.  Reasoning is embedded in CDV…if they put play areas 

in just for small kids it would be discriminating the older kids.

Core Democratic Value- Response offers CDV of Equality…because there would be no special place for 

older kids…they would not be treated equally…(and) it would be discriminating the older kids.

Data- Response draws supporting information from data section.  The chart shows that older kids said 

no also. 
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Appendix D 

Anchor Paper 4: 

 I think they should make special play areas only for small children in all county parks.  Because 

some children get hurt playing on big kids stuff.  Big kids might knock them over and step on them.  We 

might not see them and hit them with the ball hard on the head.   

 The core democratic value is popular sovereignty-power of the people (vote).  The little ones 

should be able to vote for a play area.  And parents should be able to vote also so their little ones don’t 

get hurt.

 I can relate this to economics because it cost money to make a play area so they could have fund 

raisers and parents could tip in money. 

 According to the data 95% say yes and that 95% are kindergartners the little ones.  Also grades 

1, 2, and 3 have 90%, 80%, 50% as you see little kids want it more then bigs.  And that is why I think 

we should. 

Scores Anchor Paper 4: 

Position- Clear, supported position in favor of area for small kids…because some children get hurt 

playing on big kids stuff.

Core Democratic Value- Credit, popular sovereignty- power of the people (vote)…parents should be 

able to vote so little ones don’t get hurt. 

Data- Data is used to show that small children want their own area.  According to the data 95% say yes 

and that 95% are kindergartners…Also grades 1, 2, 3 have 90%, 80%, 50% as you see little ones want it 

more than bigs.
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Appendix E 

Anchor Paper 5: 

 I think we should not have play areas for small children because young children might be big for 

their age.  Also, taxes might be raised to bay for the extra play equipment. 

The core democratic value is equality.  Equality means that everyone is treated equal.  This is not 

equality because the bigger kids have less playground equipment to play on and the smaller kids have 

more.

I can relate this to economics.  The economy will start to fail because someone has to pay for it. 

According to the data, 135% of kindergartners to fifth grade said no. Also most parks are full of other 

stuff.  This is why there should not be special play areas for small children only. 

Scores Anchor Paper 5: 

Position- Clear, statement of opposition…should not have play areas…because young children might be 

big for their age.

Core Democratic Value- Appropriate value of equality is offered with comment that it is…not equality 

because the bigger kids have less playground equipment to play on and the smaller kids have more. 

Data- No Credit.  Incorrect use of data.  Student simply added across the row with the percentages of 

kids who are too tall for their age (135%) and transformed this into the percentage opposed to a special 

area…135% kindergartners to fifth grade said no. 
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Appendix F Anchor Paper 6: 

 Yes, you should make special play areas for the small children.  Because what if a little kid plays 

on a big kids toys and fell down and got hurt?  The Rule of Law it is not a low for the small children 

couldn’t have their own play area. Could they just try it?  Pursuit of Happiness means to do something 

that makes you happy.  What if a little child breaks their leg on the big kids play area? The 

commissioners will have to pay for is medical bill. 

Scores Anchor Paper 6: 

Position- Clear yes with support.  Yes…Because, what if a little kid plays on the big kids toys and fell 

down and got hurt?

Core Democratic Value- No Credit.  Mention of Pursuit of Happiness is not elaborated.  Simply stating 

it…means try to do something that makes you happy…is not sufficient. 

Data- No Credit.  No Credit.  No attempt is made to draw from the data section. 
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Appendix G 

Anchor Paper 7: 

 Yes, because they might get hurt with big kids the big kids might try to make fun of the little 

kids.  Common good supports my writing because big kids shouldn’t make fun of little kids.  Little kids 

should not be bullied by big kids.  They should buy more stuff for the little (ones) so (they) can play 

with them (and) watch them have fun.  95% of children think they should have playground by 

themselves.  

Scores Anchor Paper 7: 

Position- Affirmative position with support.  Yes because they might get hurt with the big kids…

Core Democratic Value- No Credit.  The CDV Common Good is offered but is not sufficiently 

developed.  It is not meaningfully linked to the position. 

Data- No Credit.  No Credit.  Data citation that 95% children think they should have playground by 

themselves…is incorrect.  It is not 95% of all children but rather 95% of kindergarten children.
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Appendix H Anchor Paper 8: 

 I think that we should have a county park for kids under age.  Here are some reasons why.  The 

mother and father might lose their kids in the big kid’s area.  Some of the big kids don’t like the little 

children bugging them while they are laying basketball.

The core democratic value is common good.  Citizens should work together for the good of all people.

My last reason is that the parent might not want their children on the big kid equipment. 

I can relate this to economics word opportunity cost, you must give something to get something. 

According to the data 95% of the kindergarteners say that they should have a kiddy playground and 20% 

of the big kids say no that they should not have the kiddy playground because that want to play with the 

little kids.  

Scores Anchor Paper 8: 

Position- Affirmative position with support.  The mother and father might lose their kids…some of the 

big kids don’t like the little children.

Core Democratic Value- No Credit.  The CDV Common Good is offered with additional comment 

that…citizens should work together for the good of all…only definition no application of core. 

Data- No Credit.  No Credit.  The response takes two figures from the data section – one is correct but 

the other is incorrect.  For credit a preponderance of data must be correct.  Correct: …95% of the 

kindergartners say that they should have a kiddy playground…Incorrect:…20% of the bigger kids say 

not hat they should not have the kids playground. 
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Appendix I Anchor Paper 9: 

 I think we should have a little kid’s playground because younger children would be safer to play 

on playgrounds too.  For example if older children were playing basketball the children we get hurt or 

stepped on because the older children would not be watching were they’re going.   

 The Core Democratic Value is Pursuit of Happiness.  Pursuit of Happiness means everyone 

should be happy as long as they don’t step on the rights of others.

 I can relate this to economics because younger children want to play in the parks too.  This is an 

example of scarcity, because if younger children go on the playground with older children then they 

would get hurt, or pushed around by them.  Tax dollars should be for all children in the parks. 

 According to the data, 95% of the kindergarteners, 90% of the first grade, and 80% of the second 

grade believe that there should be a small area for little children.  However, 50% of the third grade, 65% 

of the fourth grade, and 80% of the fifth grade say that there shouldn’t be a little children area.  Because 

so many of the older children oppose having play areas for little kids.  I don’t think it is fair. 

Scores Anchor Paper 9: 

Position- No Credit. The student changes positions.  I think we should have a little kid’s playground 

because younger children would be safer to play on playgrounds… Because so many of the older 

children oppose having play areas for little kids.  I don’t think it is fair.

Core Democratic Value- No Credit.  Student offered two contradictory positions in Position and Data.  

(Also provides explanation of Pursuit of Happiness but does not link it to any position.  Pursuit of 

Happiness means everyone should be happy as long as they don’t step on the rights of others) 

Data- No Credit.  No Credit.  Contradicts original position supporting a special play area…  Because so 

many of the older children oppose having play areas for little kids.  I don’t think it is fair. 
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Appendix J Anchor Paper 10: 

 I think they should have an only small children section.   

Scores Anchor Paper 10: 

Position - No Credit. Position stated but no support.

Core Democratic Value - No Credit.  No CDV offered. 

Data - No Credit.  No Credit.  No data is offered. 


